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Healthwatch England Committee Meeting
Minutes of meeting No. 26
Location: Manchester
Date: 6 February 2019
Attendees
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sir Robert Francis – Chair
Phil Huggon – Vice Chair and Committee Member
Amy Kroviak – Committee Member
Andrew McCulloch – Committee Member
Danielle Oum – Committee Member and Chair of Healthwatch Birmingham
Helen Horne - Committee Member and Chair of Healthwatch Cumbria
Helen Parker – Committee Member
Lee Adams – Committee Member
Liz Sayce – Committee Member
Ruchir Rodrigues – Committee Member

Apologies
•

Andrew Barnett – Committee Member

In attendance
•
•
•

Imelda Redmond – National Director
Neil Tester – Deputy Director
Leanne Crabb – Committee Secretary (minute taker)

Introduction
1.1

Actio
n

Agenda Item 1.1 – Presentation from Peter Denton on the combined Greater
Manchester Healthwatch
Peter Denton, the Greater Manchester Healthwatch Liaison Manager, talked about the
challenges and successes of the ten Greater Manchester Healthwatch.
The presentation was very well received by the Committee. Peter was asked by the
Committee what support would be useful from Healthwatch England. He replied that
help with the commissioning of Healthwatch would be appreciated. Imelda Redmond
said that £60k will be made available to help local Healthwatch in Greater Manchester
with their partnership activities, consisting of £30k contribution from Healthwatch
England and £30k from the Greater Manchester Partnership. This was welcomed by all
local Healthwatch staff present.

1.2

Agenda Item 1.2 – Welcome and Apologies
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Sir Robert Francis welcomed everyone to the meeting and thanked Peter Denton for
giving his excellent presentation.
Apologies received from Andrew Barnett.
1.3

Agenda Item 1.3 – Declaration of Interests
There were no declarations of interest.

1.4

Agenda Item 1.4 – Minutes from October 2018 Committee Meeting
The Committee APPROVED the minutes.
Matters Arising
Imelda Redmond said that regarding item 2.3 (Equality, Diversity and Human Rights
(EDHR) Policy Update) at the October 2018 meeting there is work going on and she will
update the Committee at the next workshop.
Helen Horne commented that at the October meeting the Committee talked about
empathy in relation to health and social care staff and said that she feels ‘kindness’ is a
better word. Imelda Redmond added that ‘compassion’ was also a more useful word
than empathy.
ACTIONS
•

1.5

IR to give update regarding work being done on equality, diversity and human rights

IR

Agenda Item 1.5 – Chair’s Report
Sir Robert Francis told the Committee he had met with Sir Thomas Hughes-Hallett from
Helpforce who are running a campaign to recruit and support volunteers in the NHS.
He added he has met people in leadership positions and had met Lord Ribeiro who is the
Chair of the Independent Reconfiguration Panel to discuss how Healthwatch can support
their work providing public views.
He has also met with the Parliamentary and Health Service Ombudsman and agreed we
can help them with their work as the current complaint system needs review and there
are big gaps in the process.
Sir Robert said he has given evidence in the Paterson Inquiry who are looking at the
interface between NHS health services and independent health services.
The Committee NOTED the report.

1.6

Agenda Item 1.6 – National Director’s Report
Imelda Redmond introduced the report.
Long Term Plan - She told the Committee she was proud of the work we have already
done on the Long Term Plan. She said that people are really engaging in the NHS grant
process which was a credit to local Healthwatch staff and the Healthwatch England
team. She highlighted that this is the first time the NHSE has reached out to
Healthwatch across the country and it is starting conversations about doing similar in
social care which demonstrates the value we have.
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Hospital Discharge - Imelda talked about hospital discharge work and how this has
moved on, NHS Digital will now be publishing data on this topic after analysis. She
congratulated the Healthwatch England team for getting the information into the public
domain.
Mental Health - Imelda asked Liz Sayce to update the Committee on the Mental Health
Research Project that she Chairs. Liz said that there had been a good response to the
survey on maternal mental health. She said we are going to use the data and planning
the next phase on mental health and young people. She added that we will also be using
the good work being done by local Healthwatch. Imelda advised the Committee that we
have had over 3,000 responses to the survey.
Green Paper - Imelda said that the Green Paper on Social Care should be published in
April.
Oral Health in Care Homes – Imelda said Healthwatch has many reports from the public
and from enter and view about poor oral care in care homes. She added that the Care
Quality Commission (CQC) are listening and reviewing how they check oral care in their
inspections.
New Appointments – Imelda will be meeting with all senior new appointments in CQC.
Reports Library – Imelda explained that we code all the reports from local Healthwatch
and put them on a single repository, 1,000 have already been uploaded with 3,000 more
expected by the end of March. Thereafter all reports published will go directly onto the
reports library. She added that we have been testing the system and receiving positive
feedback about this new comprehensive resource. She said there is a feedback
mechanism for users of the library to note the usefulness of the reports. Helen Parker
commented that it would be helpful to get information about planned work into the
reports library so that local Healthwatch can easily view if another local Healthwatch is
planning work on a topic they are interested in.
Network Funding – Imelda said that 50 Healthwatch are in an unstable position, we are
getting tougher with commissioners and there is a general lack of understanding about
how much a local Healthwatch costs to run. We are challenging commissioners to state
how a local Healthwatch can run a statutory service including HR costs such as payroll
and recruitment, and office costs etc. on a small budget.
Website – Imelda advised the Committee that the Healthwatch England new website
was working well and that some local Healthwatch are starting to move across to the
same platform. She stated that we are keeping the website simple. Ruchir Rodrigues
said this would be an opportunity consider creating an app in the future.
Helen Horne congratulated Imelda for correctly identifying Long Term Plan risks in her
report.

The Committee NOTED the report.

1.7

Agenda Item 1.7 – Delivery and Performance Report
Imelda Redmond introduced the report. She said that different reporting methods had
been shown to the Committee including the Programme Management Framework and at
the last Audit, Finance and Risk Sub Committee (AFRSC) it was agreed that it didn’t
need to come to the full Committee but used as management tools. She told the
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Committee that the latest paper shows what we have done to date and what we will be
doing in the final quarter.
Imelda asked for volunteers from the Committee to help the Healthwatch England team
design KPIs reporting that works for the Committee. Amy Kroviak and Ruchir Rodrigues
offered their support.
A general discussion took place regarding the report. Helen Horne commented that the
first part of the report was easy to read. Amy Krokiak asked to have numbers as well as
percentages where relevant. Liz Sayce asked how the pilot of leadership training was
progressing. Gavin MacGregor responded there had been four NHS leadership sessions
which had proved popular. Helen Parker clarified that on the report green shows it is on
track, but not completed.

IR

NT

Imelda Redmond said that we were over ambitious saying 20 local Healthwatch would
take up our digital offer by the end of this financial year and this would most likely be
in May now. Danielle Oum asked local Healthwatch staff in the audience about the new
website and received positive responses, which included comments on Facebook
Workspace.
Helen Parker asked how are we describing strategic partnerships. Imelda Redmond
responded that the different types of relationships had been segmented as: ongoing;
transactional; structured, etc. She advised the Committee that a report will come to
them.
It was agreed that 2019/20 Business Plan would be discussed by teleconference in early
April and the full Committee would be asked to APPROVE it during the call.

IR

LC

ACTIONS
•
•
•
•
1.8

IR to arrange telecon with RR and AK to design performance reporting
NT to insert numbers as well as percentages in future reports
IR to bring report regarding strategic partnerships to the next full Committee
LC to arrange teleconference of full Committee to APPROVE Business Plan

Agenda Item 1.8 – Committee Member Update
Lee Adams said she attended a Richmond Group meeting about public health and
prevention including interesting presentations showing the demise of money and that
she had slides available. Imelda Redmond said she would distribute the slides to the
Committee.

IR

ACTIONS
•
1.9

IR to distribute slides from Richmond Group meeting to Committee

Agenda Item 1.9 – Audit, Finance and Risk Sub Committee (AFRSC)
Danielle Oum introduced the minutes of the last AFRSC meeting.
Helen Parker is now the interface between the Committee and staff focusing on staff
development. Helen Parker said that there was good ownership regarding staff
development. She added that the recent mini staff survey results will be coming to the
next AFRSC meeting and that once the Business Plan was approved work would start on
staff objectives and personal development plans.
Danielle Oum said that the AFRSC had looked at performance reports and made the
decision that the AFRSC no longer need to see these management tools.
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1.9.1

Regarding risks she said that the AFRSC has asked for greater oversight around the grant
giving process and a report would be going to the May AFRSC.
Danielle advised the Committee that the AFRSC recommend that the Committee
approves the proposed 2019/20 budget.
Gavin MacGregor told the Committee that on the risk with contracts for local
Healthwatch the work being done with commissioners is paying off. His team have been
meeting commissioners and helping local Healthwatch to demonstrate the impact. The
risk is still red because it is a volatile situation. Sir Robert Francis asked if we could
have one risk outlining what we can do to mitigate it, and one risk showing what is
beyond our control. Imelda Redmond responded that this could be looked at.

IR

Danielle Oum requested that when the KPIs are clarified the risks are also looked at.
ACTIONS
IR to look at suggestion to have risks separated in to what we can mitigate and what is
beyond our control.

The Committee NOTED the report.
The Committee APPROVED the risk register.
2.0

Agenda Item 2.0 – Budget
Danielle Oum told the Committee that with the increase in pay there was not much
available funds for planned projects and that the budget has a 20% contingency.
Danielle also advised the Committee that there would be no underspend at the end of
the current financial year due to grant fund allocations.

The Committee APPROVED the 2019/20 budget
2.1

Agenda Item 2.1 – Intelligence Report Q3
Imelda Redmond introduced the report and said it was a credit to Neil Tester’s team as
they have increased the flow of intelligence. She added that the Health Select
Committee and front bench peers will be receiving this report monthly.
Sir Robert Francis said that we should be talking to the Care Quality Commission (CQC)
about the concerning stories relating to medicine management. Neil Tester responded
that his team are in the process of looking at who the follow up actions will be passed
on to as a result of the intelligence we are gathering.
Helen Horne suggested that Healthwatch could do some work on hard to reach and
socially isolated communities. Neil Tester added that it provided good traction for the
local Healthwatch network.
Lee Adams asked if Healthwatch requests equalities information from the intelligence.
Neil Tester responded that it does although the local Healthwatch network does not
always capture this and that his team are working on improving this information to fill
gaps.

The Committee NOTED the report.
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2.2

Agenda Item 2.2 – Conference Evaluation Paper

There was a general conversation around the conference with comments being made
that:
•
•
•
•
•

Award winners didn’t have much time to get recognition
Consider getting sponsors for awards
Present the shortlisted stories at other forums
Use the shortlist work to reinforce the value of Healthwatch with commissioners
(and give commissioners credit where due)
Revisit awards from previous years to see long term impact of the work done

IR

Imelda confirmed all these comments would be considered in our current work and for
planning the next conference.

ACTIONS
•

IR to feedback Committee comments to the conference planning team.

The Committee NOTED the paper.
2.3

Agenda Item 2.3 – Succession Planning for the Committee
Sir Robert Francis introduced the paper. He asked that all Committee members email
him with their views on skill gaps in the Committee. He recommended that a group
consisting of himself, Liz Sayce and Andrew Barnett for a meeting to discuss skill gaps
and recruitment to the Committee.
Andrew McCulloch suggested that once a skills framework had been established an audit
is completed and supported Sir Robert Francis’ recommendation.
Sir Robert agreed with Andrew’s comment and assured the Committee they would be
consulted and their views considered.
ACTIONS
• All Committee members to email their views on skill gaps in the Committee to RF
• LC to set up meeting between RF, LS and AB

ALL
LC

The Committee APPROVED the policy.

2.4

Agenda Item 2.4 – Purpose and location of next meetings
The Committee asked for 2020 dates to be decided by end of March.
A general discussion was had about format of the meetings. It was agreed that the
Manchester format had been successful with visits to services on day one and the
Committee meeting on day two.

LC

Future meetings were suggested as:
•
•
•
•

North East (Newcastle, Sunderland or Durham)
London
South West (coastal)
West Midlands
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•
•

East Anglia
Liverpool

ACTIONS
•

LC to plan 2020 Committee dates

Agenda Item 2.5 – Forward Plan
2.5

There were no additions for the forward plan
Comments from the public
The sound quality of the room was commented on as it was not suitable for people with
hearing difficulties.
It was suggested that it may be good to have a short break in the middle of the agenda
Sir Robert Francis closed the meeting.

1.4 Action : COMMITTEE MEETING HELD BY TELECONFERENCE
TO APPROVE BUSINESS PLAN
2nd April 2019, 3pm – 4pm
Minutes of the Committee Teleconference meeting to approve the Business Plan for 2019/20
Attendees:
Sir Robert Francis (RF) – Chair
Andrew McCulloch (AM) – Sub Committee Member
Helen Parker (HP - Committee Member
Phil Huggon (PH) – Committee Member
Liz Sayce (LS) - Committee Member
Danielle Oum (DO) - Committee Member
Andrew Barnett (AB) - Committee Member
Amy Kroviak (AK) - Committee Member
Imelda Redmond (IR) – National Director
Joanne Crossley (JC) – Head of Operations
Sandra Abraham (SA) – Strategy, Planning and Performance Manager
Apologies:
Lee Adams (LA) - Committee Member
Ruchir Rodrigues (RR) - Committee Member
Helen Horne (HH) - Committee Member
No.

Agenda Item

1.1

Welcome & Apologies:

Action and
Deadline
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Robert (RF) welcomed everyone on the conference call to the
Committee Meeting.
Apologies were noted.

1.2

Comments on Business Plan 2019/20
The Committee commented that they liked the idea of the 1 page
summarising the business plan and allowed the Committee to focus on
the big issues/risks. It also provided a clearer view on what we aim to
deliver in Year 2 of the strategic plan
In addition, the above comments the following queries were raised
with regards to the draft business plan:
Aim 1
•
•

Brand Awareness – needs further explanation: is it prompted or
spontaneous and what can we really do to drive public
awareness?
Develop and approve a strategy to explore greater public
engagement -

Aim 2
•
•
•

•

•

•

50 LHW using the website - this sounds low? IR explained that we
could only go at the pace that the network were able to go at.
Digital plan for the network, sounds good but sceptic about the
output/impact…
“We will have a new network agreement in place” - check
confidence and relevance to avoid setting ourselves up to fail
“The mutual obligations of Healthwatch and Healthwatch
England, including the requirements for the trademark licence
and support offer from Healthwatch England will be clear” –
outcome is Healthwatch England is better able to influence
nationally from aggregate data and to target resources
We will introduce “Making a Difference Toolkit” (Impact
toolkit) Demonstrating Impact” - Suggest this is “Showing the
difference made”
“Staff and volunteers from across the network will develop the
skills they need to have greater impact” - quality and
effectiveness increases

Aim 3
•
•

If we are to improve health and care, the NHSE
funding/partnership has potential to be game changer. How can
we make this explicit?
Would like to see something about a commitment to experiment
with different storytelling techniques and outputs. Perhaps the
mental health project is the place to experiment. Could we
address this by tweaking the mental health objective to say, 'We
will publish twice on mental health issues and experiment with
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new ways to share people's stories'. This also avoids saying
'reports'.
Aim 4
• Liked the idea of the staff development objective that is in the
more detailed objectives - but this needs to be added to the top
level on the one-page plan. This would show a clear
commitment to work on the area that came up top for attention
in the staff survey.
• “100% of staff will complete the staff survey” - is 100% realistic?
• “This will show we have effectively utilised the available
resources to achieve the objectives of the organisation” - we
will have made the case for increased budget in following year?
• “90% of programme will be on track” - is 90% acceptable?
• “A diverse and highly skilled team will deliver the best possible
outcomes for the public” - diverse thinking and perspectives
across all levels leads to increased relevance to public and LHW
network
• “We benefit from the broad range of skills and expertise within
our network to deliver projects on our behalf where necessary” Do we know how far we can push this without destabilising LHW?
• “We benefit from an accomplished and skilled organisation
which will enable us to deliver our business plan and strategic
aims” - should progression and succession feature in the
outcomes?
Committee agreed the draft business plan for 2019/20 pending the
agreed amendments.
ACTIONS:
•
•
•
•

SA/IR to take into consideration all the comments made by the
committee and amend the draft business plan accordingly.
At the committee workshop on the 10th July IR to provide
committee with the baseline(?) for our EDHR
IR to provide the committee with more details about the
“Making a Difference Toolkit”. This will take place at either a
committee meeting or workshop.
Although KPIs are now a management info. RF requested that
high risk KPIs be bought to the attention of the committee
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NUM
1.

2.

3.

REFERENC LEAD
E
CM190206 Imelda
Redmond

CM190206

CM190206

ITEM
1.4
To give update regarding work being done
on equality, diversity and human rights

Imelda
Redmond

1.7

Neil
Tester

1.7

ACTION LOG
ACTION

DEADLINE

STATUS

This is now on Workshop Forward Plan – from
this a plan will be produced

Oct
2019

In progress

March
2019

Complete

May
2019

Complete

To arrange telecon with RR and AK to
design performance reporting

To insert numbers as well as percentages in
future delivery reports

4.

CM190206

Imelda
Redmond

1.7
To bring report regarding strategic
partnerships to the Committee

Brought to April Workshop – more work on this
will continue and come back to the September
2019 Committee

September
2019

In progress

5.

CM190206

Leanne
Crabb

1.7 To arrange teleconference of full
Committee to APPROVE Business Plan

Teleconference for full Committee took place 2
April 2019 – Six Committee members and Chair
dialled in and APPROVED the 2019/20 Business
Plan

April
2019

Complete

6.

CM190206

Imelda
Redmond

1.8
To distribute slides from Richmond Group
meeting to Committee

March
2019

Complete

7.

CM190206

Imelda
Redmond

1.9.1
To look at suggestion to have risks
separated in to what we can mitigate and
what is beyond our control

May
2019

In progress

A new Risk Register is being brought to the May
Committee for APPROVAL
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8.

CM190206

Imelda
Redmond

2.2
To feedback Committee comments to the
conference planning team

March
2019

Complete

9.

CM190206

All

2.3
To email views on skill gaps in the
Committee to RF

May
2019

In progress

10.

CM190206

Leanne
Crabb

2.3
To set up meeting between RF, LS and AB
for Skills Audit

June
2019

In progress

11.

CM190206

Leanne
Crabb

2.4
To plan 2020 Committee dates

April
2019

Complete

Being booked for late May
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AGENDA ITEM: 1.6
AGENDA ITEM: National Director’s report
PRESENTING: Imelda Redmond
PREVIOUS DECISION: N/A
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY: This report updates the Committee on some of the main activities
that we have worked on since the last meeting in February.
RECOMMENDATIONS: Committee Members are asked to NOTE this report

Since the Committee last met in February we have progressed many of the activities that we set out in
the business plan for 2018/9. There is a report looking back at the activities of 2018/20 as part of these
papers. The Committee approved the new Business Plan for 2019/20 at their telephone conference on 2
April 2019. Work is underway to develop the team implementation and individual workplans and
objectives. This is all on track and will be complete by the end of this month. Work continues to support
a number of LHW with their tenders and negotiating budgets. Considering our limited resources I have
been impressed by how hard the staff team have worked to build new ways of doing things whilst
delivering on the business as usual.
It has been an interesting time for us in the policy and public affairs arena. I have been pleased with the
way we have been able to use our insight to contribute to major national initiatives.

1.
1.1

Influence and Policy and Public Affairs
Key Government Activity
In a busy period for Government, much of the work of the Department of Health in the last
quarter was focused on preparing for ‘no deal’ Brexit, in particular ensuring the supply of
medications in the event of a ‘no deal’ scenario. The extent of the planning, and the steppedup communications, was positive to see given the concerns Healthwatch raised with officials
in our Q3 report regarding public concerns on this very issue.
Looking beyond the immediate challenges presented by Brexit there were also a number of
key announcements in line with the Secretary of States strategy to create a more personalised
and digitally enabled NHS.
In late February the Secretary of State announced the creation of a new organisation to take
forward the digital transformation of the NHS. Known as NHSX, this new organisation will
enable patients and staff to benefit from the latest digital systems and technology. Matthew
Gould has been appointed to this role and will be joining the Committee for dinner on 13 may.
In a recent speech the Secretary of State spelt out NHSX’s three early priorities:

-

Ensuring tech saves time for staff so they can focus on patients
Giving patients the tools to access information and services directly.
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-

Creating a system that means patient information can be accessed, safely and reliably,
wherever it is needed.

The SoS said in practice this means that there will be:

-

Consistent language for all computers so patient records can be shared easily, time spent
transcribing notes is cut, and human error is reduced.
Unique barcodes for every piece of clinical equipment so essential kit can be tracked in
real-time, cutting waste and saving hospitals up to £3 million a year.
Tech experts from NHSX will be embedded in national cancer, mental health and urgent
care teams to bring the benefits of modern technology to every patient, clinician, and
carer.

Crucially the SoS has also stated on a number of occasions that the needs of users will be at
the heart of everything NHSX does “because the ‘X’ stands for user experience”.
As well as pushing forward with the digital agenda, the Department has also announced an
extension of personal health budgets. Under new proposals, wheelchair users and people who
access care under the Mental Health Act will be added to the list of those who are able to use
personal budgets to choose their own health and care support including:

-

specially adapted wheelchairs designed to maximise independence
a choice of personal assistants who can be specially trained to meet the individual’s needs
technology, equipment or even an assistance dog to reduce the need for support from a
carer

Over 40,000 people currently benefit from personal health budgets, and the government plans to
increase this to up to 200,000 people by 2024, offering them to:
•
•
•
•
•

2.1

people with ongoing mental health needs
veterans
autistic people
people with learning disabilities
people receiving adult social care support

NHS Long Term Plan Update

Since the last Committee meeting we have been focusing on supporting the network to carry out
engagement on the NHS Long Term Plan in every local area in England. This activity has been designed to
help shape local implementation of the national objectives set out by NHS England in the Long Term Plan
document in January.
As the Committee will be aware this work is being funded by a grant of £504,000 from NHSE/I. We are
pleased to report that most of the grant money was allocated and shared out across the network by the
end of the financial year, with 44 lead Healthwatch appointed to coordinate activity across their
respective STP/ICS footprints.
Healthwatch England has further supported the work to date by producing a range of resources, from
supporting low-cost paid for advertising campaigns on social media to providing policy briefings on what
different elements of the Long Term Plan mean in practice. We are also providing research support to
help ensure the work local Healthwatch generate is of the highest quality.
Local Healthwatch engagement activity itself has also been progressing very well with all 44 lead
Healthwatch meeting with their STP/ICS counterparts in March and early April to agree areas of focus for
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their engagement. Engagement activity is now in underway and runs up to late May. Activity to date
includes:
-

-

Focus groups for people with learning disabilities in Cheshire and Merseyside STP.
Facilitating an ‘ask the panel event’ in Northumberland, Tyne and Wear and North Durham STP
where young people with mental health challenges were able to ask questions of local system
leaders.
Getting out and about across Gloucestershire and Somerset in the consultation campervan to hear
from rural communities.

We don’t yet have the total number of engagement events, but we anticipate well over 100. We have
had 17,345 responses to the Healthwatch England template survey:
-

12,348 responses to the general survey.
4,997 responses to the version targeted at people with specific conditions.
It is worth noting that the template survey has been used by Healthwatch covering around half of
the ICS/STP footprints. A further quarter of local Healthwatch have be running modified versions
of the survey and the final quarter have been running their own surveys. Local Healthwatch have
also been collecting hard copy responses. This means that the current reach does not yet reflect
the total engagement undertaken by Healthwatch across the country. The data that we’ll collect
through this work will give us depth of insight int how people wish to engage with health and care
services but also how they experience using services for specific medical conditions
All this activity means that we are on schedule to deliver against the programme timelines as agreed
with NHSE. Just two areas are unlikely to finish their engagement before June and this is down to the
request of local STP/ICS partners and has been agreed with NHSE. Therefore, we expect every other area
to be producing final reports by the end of June.
In May we expect NHSE to publish an implementation framework for the plan (it was due in April but
appears to have been delayed slightly). Using this framework, and the insight gathered by Healthwatch,
each STP/ICS will be tasked with producing their local implementation plans by the Autumn.
2.2 Clinical Standards Review
Alongside the Long Term Plan, in the Summer of 2018, NHS England announced plans to conduct a review
of some of the core performance targets including 4 hour A&E, 18 week referrals, cancer waiting times
and mental health.
Healthwatch originally called for such a review back in our Mandate submission in Jan 2018 so it is
positive to see this and we have continued to support NHS England’s work in this area.
To coincide with the publication of NHS England’s interim report in March, we published a summary of
Healthwatch evidence that we have been feeding in. This primarily focused on people’s experiences of
A&E drawing on two main sources of evidence:
-

Feedback gathered by the Healthwatch network from almost 6,500 people between January 2016
and September 2018, covering A&E departments in 25 different local areas. This showed that:
o
o

o

The most common reason for patient dissatisfaction with A&E was the quality of the
care/treatment they received.
Poor staff attitudes and issues with communication came second. This is possibly linked to
the pressure on staff leaving them with less capacity to deliver the sort of care people
have come to expect from the NHS. (This issue of a growing lack of empathy was
highlighted more broadly in Healthwatch England’s Quarter 3 Intelligence Report)
Waiting times come up less often but are still an area of concern.
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-

National polling of a representative group of 2,000 adults from across the country on what they
think matters most when visiting A&E. (Conducted in January 2019).
o

o

The polling corroborated the qualitative findings, showing that waiting times are
important but when compared with other factors their relative importance is significantly
lower.
For example, 35% of people said waiting times in A&E were very important compared to
85% who said the same about ensuring everyone gets high quality treatment.

NHS England’s review drew significantly on our research and has put proposals in place for testing
proposed new targets in A&E based on the speed of initial assessment and faster treatment times for the
most urgent cases. Importantly, the review also commits to NHS England properly evaluating the impact
of the changes on patient experience of care.
The testing will be carried out over the next few months across the following 14 hospitals. We are
currently working with NHS England to explore how Healthwatch can support with the testing phase.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

2.3

Cambridge University Hospitals
Chelsea and Westminster Hospital
Frimley Health
Imperial College Healthcare
Kettering General Hospital
Luton and Dunstable University Hospital
Mid Yorkshire Hospitals
North Tees and Hartlepool
Nottingham University Hospitals
Plymouth Hospitals
Poole Hospital
Portsmouth Hospitals
Rotherham
West Suffolk.

NHS Mandate

In March we made our formal submission to Department of Health and Social Care on the NHS Mandate.
This follows discussions over the last six months, with the team feeding in evidence about the issues that
matter most to people and how the Mandate can help ensure the NHS focuses on these.
We understand that the DHSC is due to publish the Mandate shortly, with the document extended this
year to cover both NHS England and NHS Improvement to create a new ‘Joint Accountability Framework’.
The DHSC has made clear that this year’s framework will set out priorities for the next 12 months, with
the main focus on putting in place the necessary foundations for the success of the NHS Long Term Plan.
Our submission included a number of recommendations where we feel NHS plans could be further
developed to ensure that they address the issues people have raised with Healthwatch. We also
highlighted areas from the previous Mandate which we felt are important not to lose.
We called for the Joint Accountability Framework to:
-

Send a strong message about involving people in NHS decision-making
Healthwatch brought 85,000 people’s experiences to the table during the development of the
Long Term Plan, but this level of involvement needs to become part of the DNA of the NHS,
helping to shape plans and to track progress.
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-

Make NHS targets more meaningful for people We urge the DHSC to back the work of the
Clinical Standards Review and outline a clear expectation that new performance measures will
need to be fully tested with service users to ensure they improve people’s experiences of care.

-

Reassert the focus on the NHS being the world’s largest learning organisation Whilst we
support the alignment of the joint accountability framework with the NHS Long Term Plan, it is
vital that we do not lose important direction set by the existing Mandate about the importance of
learning from feedback and complaints.

-

Building public confidence in new technologies We fully support the Long Term Plan’s
commitments to grow the use of technology across the NHS, and this is very much in line with
what people want. To ensure these initiatives have the trust of the public and achieve the
maximum impact in improving care for everyone, they need to be fully user tested. They must
also be continually refined in response to user feedback. There is significant opportunity to
develop this approach by ensuring public engagement is put at the heart of the way NHSX will
operate.

-

Listen to what people want from the future of the NHS workforce
As the NHS finalises the workforce strategy, we encourage the Department to ensure those in
charge take on feedback from people about the different types of professionals and peer support
services they would like to access. This will be important if the health service is to address
people’s concerns about continuity of care and the level of empathy services are able to offer.

Our full submission is included in the Appendix A. We expect the DHSC to respond to us on how they
intend to address each of the points above, even where this falls out of cope of the Joint Accountability
Framework.

2.4

Mental Health

In Q4 we completed our fieldwork on maternity and mental health. In total we have gathered 3,408
responses from new parents about their experiences of mental health, supported by a further 107
responses from stakeholder organisations and professionals. Our five local Healthwatch projects on this
topic was also completed. All the evidence is currently being analysed for reporting in Q1.
During Q4 we also carried out the first stage of deliberative research finding out what a good mental
health services looks like for children and young people. We have attached a summary of the research in
the Appendix B but key themes were:
1. A strong view that medical professionals are often ‘too scientific’ when approaching mental
health concerns, and that people want more access to people who had been through similar
experiences.
2. This led to conversations about the positive power of social media in facilitating peer-to-peer
conversations.
3. They talked about wanting more regular mental health check-ups, similar to when people go to
the dentist and greater awareness of mental health first aid.
4. They discussed wanting more mental health awareness campaigns (like sports relief) which could
help raise awareness and normalise mental health challenges.
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5. They also wanted greater focus on mental wellbeing in the school curriculum and from a primary
school age onwards.
In addition to the deliberative research we have also analysed the 17 local Healthwatch reports
completed on CYP mental health issues in 2018/19, bringing together another 15,000 views, to create a
firm foundation for the development of the next phase of the mental health programme.
At our network policy forum event we created an opportunity for NHS England colleagues to engage with
the network as part of the development of new targets in crisis support for mental health.

2.5

Social Care

The publication of the Government’s Social Care Green Paper continues to be delayed with Government
now stating that it will be published “at the earliest opportunity”. However, there has been significant
speculation in the press outlining potential options for the future of the sector:
-

According to a number of reports, the Secretary of State supports a new system of insurance to
fund care for older people which could operate in a similar way to the auto-enrollment pension
scheme. This would see money taken directly from people’s pay packets to cover future care
costs. Report from Express HERE

-

Former Government Minister, Damien Green MP, has called for the introduction of a flat-rate
entitlement, of perhaps £2,000 a month for residential care, or £2,500 a month for nursing care,
funded through taxation of the winter fuel allowance and a possible 1% national insurance
surcharge for the over-50s. Link HERE

-

The charity, Independent Age, has also published a report on ways in which ‘free personal care’
could be funded in England. This would entitle everyone to free personal care support, either in
their own homes or in a care home, similar to the system currently operating in Scotland.
However, so called ‘hotel costs’ would still be covered by individuals. Report HERE

To help further develop Healthwatch’s position on this matter, in Q4 we carried out some public polling
to understand the reaction to the various proposals being mentioned in the media. We asked a
representative sample of 2000 adults in England which of the following funding options they preferred:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Increased general taxation: 42%
Compulsory insurance: 20%
Optional insurance: 9%
Pay at the point of use if you have assets/savings: 8%
An additional pay as you earn pension scheme: 2%
Don’t know: 18%
Other: 1%

This new research, combined with our existing work on social care, has been shared with the Department
of Health and Social Care (Appendix C) as well as a range of interested stakeholders, including the Lords
Economic Affairs Committee, which is looking in to the issue of social care funding. We have also shared
our insight with a new cross sector campaign called ‘Health for Care’ which is a coalition of 15 health
sector organisations led by the NHS Confederation. The aim of the campaign is to provide a united voice
on behalf of the health sector calling for a long term solution to the challenges facing social care. Read
the letter HERE
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2.6

Key Appointments / Resignations

Matthew Gould, the current Director General for Digital and Media at DCMS, was appointed as the new
Chief Executive of NHSX. He will take up his new post from July and will have strategic responsibility for
setting the national direction on technology across all the family of health and social care organisations.
Matthew will be accountable to the Health Secretary, Matt Hancock and Chief Executive of NHS England,
Simon Stevens.
2.7

Supporting the Network

There continues to be a large number of LHW whose services go out to be tender in this year. The team
are supporting them with their commissioners. There is considerable uncertainty for many as the
Government has still not issued the LRVC letter which gives local government the figure that government
gives in addition to the funds in the Finance Settlement. This should have been issued before the end of
March. We have raised this with the Department of Health and Social Care Sponsorship Team.
We continue to monitor the risks in the network. Committee are aware that the organisation that held
the contract for Portsmouth went into administration. This situation has been handled well by all
involved including the Commissioner, the staff and Committee and our team at Healthwatch England. As
a result, there was minimum amount of disruption to the services. We more detail to the Audit, Finance
and Risk Committee.
The Quality Framework is now in testing phase and will be amended as part of this. On the agenda for
today’s meeting we have a presentation to familiarise the Committee with the Framework and also a
presentation from HW Buckinghamshire who are piloting it for us.
We have recently carried out two surveys with the network; one on their views on the services they
receive from HWE the second one on the training and development needs of the network so that we can
design our support to better meet their needs. I will report back to committee on the findings of the first
survey at the next meeting.
As part of our plans for this year we will develop a more comprehensive digital offer to the network. In
order to begin this work, we need to do a detailed piece of work;
1) What we want the technology to do
2) What is the level of capacity and capability to respond
3) What are the solutions to help us collect and analysis more high quality data
We have recently appointed two people to carry out this programme, we report back to Committee at a
suitable time on the progress we are making.

2.8

Key Meetings Attended since the last Committee meeting

February
National Health Council Seminar

Seminar on "Citizen Engagement in Health: the
experience of National Health Councils" in Lisbon

Sir Thomas Hughes-Hallett,
HelpForce

Meeting to discuss volunteering in the NHS
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Natalie Koussa, Director of
Community Outreach and
Partnerships

Meeting held and Buckingham Palace Road to discuss
person centred end-of-life care

James Munroe, Care Opinion

Teleconference held

Department of Health and Social
Care

Meeting at 39 Victoria Street to discuss no deal
scenarios

NHS London Comms Network

Meeting at 12 Upper Woburn Place with NHS London
Comms leads

Jonathan Marron, Department of
Health and Social Care

Meeting at 39 Victoria Street to discuss NHSE
Mandate

NHS STP event

Panel session speaker at event held at Belvedere
Road, London

Nuffield Trust’s Health Policy
Summit

Summit held at De Vere Beaumont Estate Hotel,
Windsor

March
Baroness Barker

Parliamentary engagement meeting at House of
Lords

Annual Report follow up meeting
with Meg Hillier MP

Chair of the Public Accounts Committee at Palace of
Westminster

Integration Partnership Board

Meeting Chaired by Jonathon Marron and Jo Farrar,
MHCLG at 2 Marsham Street, Westminster

‘The Long Term Plan’ World Café
Event

Speaking at Event held at Pentahotel, Reading

Social Care Green Paper Expert
Panel

Meeting with by Rt. Hon Matt Hancock SoS DHSC

‘The Future of Care’ Conference

Speaker at the conference held at 11 Cavendish
Square, London

NHS meeting with Lord David Prior
and Simon Stevens

Meeting held at Skipton House, London

Healthwatch Bristol Annual
Conference

Speaking at Conference , Bristol

Jill Morrell, Head of Public
Engagement, CQC

Meeting at Buckingham Palace Road, London

April
Gill Leng, Department of Health and Meeting at Buckingham Palace Road
Social Care and Ministry of Housing,
Communities and Local Government
Tim Parkin, Making it Real

Follow up meeting from Quality Matters Board, held
at Buckingham Palace Road, London

Dame Gill Morgan, NHS Providers

Meeting held at Buckingham Palace Road, London
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Rachel Power, Patients Association

Meeting held at Buckingham Palace Road, London

Catherine Millington-Sanders,
Kingston CCG

Discussing end of life care by teleconference

Rosamond Roughton, Department of
Health and Social Care.

Introductory meeting held at Westminster

Director of Transformation

Annual Report follow up meeting
with Baroness Blackwood

Meeting held at Palace of Westminster

National Quality Board

Meeting held at Skipton House

Governor Focus Conference
planning, NHS Providers

Meeting done by teleconference

Annual Report follow up meeting
with Nigel Edwards, Nuffield Trust

Meeting held at Buckingham Palace Road, London

A ‘new deal’ for people living with
frailty and long term conditions:
Implementing the NHS Long Term
Plan.

Roundtable held at 1-6 Tavistock Square, London

Dr Rosie Benneyworth, Chief
Inspector of Primary Medical
Services and Integrated Care

Introductory meeting held at Buckingham Palace
Road, London

Inaugural Meeting of the NHS
Assembly

Meeting held at Carlton House Terrace, London

Liberal Democrat Parliamentarians
and staff

Meeting at House of Lords

May
Secretary of State Health and Care

Meeting as member of the Expert panel on Social
Care Green Paper

Department of Health and Social
Care Quarterly Meeting

Sponsorship Team

NHS Providers

Speaking at the Annual Governors Conference

The King’s Fund Conference on
Urgent and Emergency Care

Speaker at Conference held at Cavendish Square,
London
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AGENDA ITEM No 1.8
AGENDA ITEM: End of Year (Q4) Delivery and Performance Report
PRESENTING: Imelda Redmond
PREVIOUS DECISION: The Committee NOTED the performance report for Q3
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY: This paper summarises delivery and performance against KPIs during Q4 and looks
RECOMMENDATION: Committee Members are asked to CONSIDER the attached report.

Background
This report looks back at the period April 2018 - March 2019 in Year 1 of our strategy where we aimed to
do more to support people to have their say and ensure their views are heard and have an impact on
health and care policy.
To move us towards achieving our strategic goals, our business plan for 2018/19 addressed:
•

Initiatives to build a higher profile, both for Healthwatch and the power of the public’s voice, so
we double our contacts with people to more than one million a year by 2023;

•

The sharper use of digital systems to capture people’s views and provide a more responsive
information and advice service;

•

Research to help health and care professionals understand the value of listening to their
communities in both quality and monetary terms; and

•

Activity to strengthen the impact of the Healthwatch network, the service we provide and
improve the skills of our staff and volunteers.

During year 1 we trialled new ways of working while ensuring key deliverables were achieved. The report
below highlights:
•
•
•
•
•

Key delivery at the end of year 1 in support of each aim.
Impacts achieved, so far
What we can look forward to in Q1 2019/20
KPIs performance 2018/19
Update on progress against our delivery plans.
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Aim 1: Support you to have your say
Year 1 Delivery Highlights:
•

Our coordinated campaign to support local Healthwatch engagement with the Long Term Plan
has helped to drive over 18,000 responses to date from the public and been supported by 300+
NHS services, councils and condition specific charities. We project that by the end of the
campaign we will have had over 19,000 responses from the public.

•

We have piloted and launched a new local Healthwatch website. 14 Healthwatch websites have
moved across to the new platform. We have 36 local Healthwatch with allocated slots to adopt
the new website in 2019/20

•

We have launched a new Healthwatch England website designed to be faster, more engaging and
easier to navigate.

•

We are producing more advice and information content to attract public visits to our site by
filling the information gaps we have identified.

•

We have updated the brand resources available to local Healthwatch via the brand centre and
are supporting local Healthwatch engagement in the NHS Long Term Plan.

•

Resources are now available to help local Healthwatch produce their annual reports and tell
their impact stories.

•

We used our digital channels to highlight the work of the network showcased at our conference.
The reach of our annual conference social media messages was 44% higher and engagement with
our social media messages was 77% higher than the previous year.

•

We expanded our range of videos to explain our work, encourage people to have their say and
promote the advice and information work of Healthwatch. These videos have already been
viewed 32,000 times on our digital channels. 17 Healthwatch used the opportunity to adapt them
to include local contact information.

•

We laid our annual report before Parliament in December and promoted it to MPs and other
stakeholders via email and social media. In the month following publication, the report was
downloaded more than 1,100 times - 52% up on our previous annual report, on the back of this
and from our January Parliamentary event, we have set up a series of meetings for Sir Robert
Francis with key stakeholders.

Year 1 Impacts:
•

Our new website and investment into social media advertising have resulted to engage
communities in over 3,000 people sharing their views with us about their experiences of mental
health before, during and after pregnancy and so far over 10,000 people sharing their views on
the long term plan. The number of people visiting our website has increased by 17% year on
year.

•

Our social media campaign to get mums and dads to share their views of maternal mental health
resulted in major supporters like Mums Net. As a result of our focus on social media, the reach
of our social media messages has increased by 43% year on year, while the number of people
following our social channels has increased by 31%.
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•

Local Healthwatch who have adopted our new website have seen website users increase on
average by 31% and website sessions increase by 28% (Nov18 – Jan19 v Nov17 – Jan18). Traffic
from organic, referral, direct and social has also increased.

•

The number of local Healthwatch using our brand centre has increased by 49% year on year,
while the number of branded resources created by local Healthwatch has increased by 141%.

•

Significant focus of media activity has also been on trade journals to help reach out to more
professionals. As a result, we have seen more mentions in the HSJ than any previous years and
built very strong relationships with the likes of Practice Business Magazine and Care Management
Matters – reaching out regularly to front line managers in health and social care.

What to look forward to in Q1 2019/20:
•

Nine new local Healthwatch websites launched.

•

Healthwatch across England supported to launch and communicate their NHS Long Term Plan
engagement findings.

•

First phase of findings from the maternal mental health research launched.

•

New annual report template for local Healthwatch launched.

•

Development of 12-month advice and information content plan

•

Development of new campaign to encourage more people to share their experiences of care with
services.

Aim 2: Provide a high-quality service to you
Year 1 Delivery Highlights
•

We have piloted and launched a new on-line community for local Healthwatch staff and
volunteers and move 800 users across from the old community.

•

We have launched a new version of the Comms Centre enabling local Healthwatch to localise
standard brand and campaign materials.

•

Secured £500k grant from NHS England to fund Healthwatch engagement programme and put
programme management arrangements in place to deliver from Q4 2018/19.

•

The Quality Framework has now been completed. 7 local Healthwatch have been identified for
testing and several others have expressed interest in using with their board.

•

We have now moved the Healthwatch network on-line community from Yammer to Facebook
workplace. A new ‘Network section’ has been launched on our website through which
Healthwatch staff and volunteers will be able to access tools and resources.

•

We hosted an annual conference in 2018 and shared our conference materials to spread
learning and community across the network. Conference evaluation has taken place to inform
future planning.

•

We presented our annual State of Support analysis to the Secretary of State, setting out risks of
resource pressures on the network – highlighted 22% fall in FTE workforce. Positive follow-up
meeting held with DHSC in December where they agreed to work with LGA to explore options.
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•

We developed an induction pack for new Healthwatch staff, volunteers and Board members.

•

Delivered 4 pilot leadership training sessions for Healthwatch through the NHS Leadership
Academy.

•

We surveyed Healthwatch to understand and develop network collaboration.

•

We rolled out the CRM import function, enabling all Healthwatch to share the experiences they
gather from people with us. 25 Healthwatch have been trained in its use so far. CRM usability
improvements are now ready for testing.

•

We reviewed all Healthwatch annual reports and extracted information to understand local
priorities.

Year 1 Impacts:
•

Media/Stakeholder training programme support 30 local Healthwatch in skill development.

•

82% of local Healthwatch used the annual report template we provided. When surveyed over
90% of those who used the resources provided said it had helped them to better communicate
their impact.

•

The Long Term Plan engagement work has ensured network has a seat at the table on every
ICS. Looking to now make this permanent through the proposed changes to the legislation.

•

Better intelligence and an increase in data quantity has led to better reporting, analysis and
more efficient response to request for information meaning more intelligence is shared more
widely.

•

Our website hosting and maintenance offer will save many local Healthwatch money compared
to what they had been paying.

What to look forward to in Q1 2019/20:
•

Published the Network Events and Training Schedule

•

We will launch a Healthwatch induction for all staff and volunteers

•

Analysed the Network Satisfaction Survey (including Learning & Development survey)

•

Tested the first version of the Making a Difference Toolkit with 15 Healthwatch

•

We will have appointed two interim members of staff in the intel team to kickstart our digital
transformation programme.

•

We will be bringing the network on board with a new theme designed for the CiviCRM which
will make it easier to use.

•

We will have designed a new framework for delivering digital support to our network and
process for initiating technical development.

•

We will analysis diversity & inclusion data – identify gaps and prepare a strategy to improve
clinical standards reviews.
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Aim 3: Ensure your views help improve health and care
Year 1 Delivery Highlights:
•

Healthwatch England were invited to a range of influential boards and groups including – NQB,
the BCF Programme Board, DHSC Cross Sector Strategic Insights Group.

•

Our Healthwatch reports library was launched in January. We are continuing to expand the
content and seeking further feedback from users.

•

We successfully influenced the NHS Long Term Plan (LTP), which has now been published,
through sharing 85,000 people’s experiences of care – 10 clear policy changes by NHS England
link back to the evidence we submitted - e.g. section Mental Health, homelessness, residential
care, A&E, carers, care closer to home.

•

Published our five tests for the Social Care Green Paper and promoted to key audiences at the
NCAS conference and through articles in the House Magazine (MPs and Peers), First Magazine
(councillors) and NHS Confederation website (NHS leaders). Also hosted a social care policy
forum to build support amongst network and key stakeholders – King’s Fund, Competition and
Markets Authority (CMA) and CQC.

•

Published findings on the experiences of homeless people in two public facing web articles and
a targeted briefing as part of the NHS LTP. Secured confirmation NHS England now planning
national roll-out of Healthwatch/Groundswell information cards about right to access a GP
without proof of address.

•

On maternity and mental health, we made grant offers to five local Healthwatch projects and
three charities working with service users. Also boosted responses to national survey – now
over 2000. Held initial discussions with potential partners about plans for phase on CYP
transitions.

•

We have written a draft report on learning from complaints and shared it with key
stakeholders. The report is due to be published in late summer.

•

Draft report on dementia, which we worked jointly on with the policy team at the Alzheimer’s
Society, was produced in Q3 and shared with key stakeholders. The final report is due to be
published in Q2.

•

Published our updated work on emergency readmissions in November – securing both national
and trade media coverage. In January we had confirmation NHS Digital will start publishing
data again from March and plan to investigate how to improve the dataset going forward.

•

NHS Digital has started publishing new data on emergency readmissions. As a result of the
work we did in this area, we now sit on the advisory group to share how the data is collected
and used.

•

We have supported the development of the DHSC Feedback Strategy by conducting research on
citizen whistle-blowers with acute hospital trusts. We have now drafted a report on and
shared it with stakeholders. The final report will be published in Q2 2019/20.

Year 1 Impacts:
•

Emergency readmissions project saw data reintroduced by NHSD and commitments to explore
how to improve it for the year ahead.
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•

CQC conducted thematic review in to oral health in care homes. This came from direct
recommendation by Healthwatch and locally we help CQC conduct the field work.

•

The Parliamentary reception gave 40 local Healthwatch the opportunity to meet with their MP
and provided a platform for others to arrange to meet with their MP (either as follow-up or as
an alternative for those who couldn’t make the event)

•

Work informing the social care green paper has provided an opportunity for us to significantly
raise our profile in social care - particularly among key national stakeholder audiences. Key
products like the complaints statement, part of quality matters, have also provided practical
tools for frontline social care professionals.

•

NHS Long Term Plan is the primary example – with the 85,000 people’s views we shared
significantly shaping elements of plan including:
o CYP Mental Health – both the vastly increased ambition to provide to support to all CYP
by end of the plan and the removal of the age limit around transition.
o Focus on improving access to enhance primary and community care service
o Exploring new ways of measuring NHS performance – A&E and RTT, as well as the new
integration index based on patient experience.

What to look forward to in Q1 2019/20:
•

We will undertake a gap analysis to review the data that we hold on BAME groups and
developed a process to improve capturing data of this type.

•

We will be using Endeca as part of our daily intelligence processing

•

We will raise awareness and begin to roll out the research governance framework while doing
further work to improve usage of the research helpdesk
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Healthwatch England KPIs – Year End 2018/19 (Q4)
Aim 1 - Support you to have your say
We want more people to get the information they need to make decisions about their wellbeing, care and the services that support them

No. KPI Description

1

2

Data
Collection
Method

Baseline

Reporting
Target
Frequency

We will see a 5%
increase in public
recognition of
Healthwatch

Annual
Tracker

33%

We will see a 5%
increase in public
understanding of the
purpose of
Healthwatch

Annual
Tracker

11%

Annual

16%

We will see 35%
increase in
engagement with
Healthwatch England
via digital media.
Composite KPI:

Google
analytics;
Sprout social;
number of
Twitter
followers;
Facebook
likes; number
of Twitter
retweets and
Facebook
shares;
unique
visitors; click

Web visitors
Unique
visitors
Social media
reach
Engagement
with social
media

Quarterly

Overall
Overall total:
Total:
5,032,190
4,555,735

3

A. Social following

Annual

End of Year
Delivery Q4 (March
2019)

38%

Status
Notes

Red

Margin of error +/- 2.5% so KPI not
achieved. Maintained but did not raise
awareness while comparator organisations
dipped slightly more.

Red

Margin of error +/- 2.5% so KPI not
achieved. Maintained but did not raise
understanding.

32%

32%

Green

Achieved 10.4% over target at the end of
Q4.

(Baseline
Total:
3,374,618)
18,230

24,611

26,618

Achieved 8% over target at end of Q4.
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B. Social reach
C. Website visitors
D. Actions taken

rate; content
downloads;
how visitors
arrived at
site

E. Number of
engagements on
social media

4

3,126,153

4,220,307

4,668,920

Achieved 10.6% over target at end of Q4.

167,264

225,806

195,151

18,258

24,648

79,160

44,713

60,363

62,341

Below target – 13.5% of annual target by
end of Q4. However, 16% up from previous
year.
Achieved target – 221% above target at the
end of Q4.
Achieved – 3% above target at the end of
Q4.

We will see 15%
increase in media
reach of Healthwatch
England and Local
Healthwatch

Regular
tracking of
opportunities
to see and
mentions by
national
regional and
trade, and
online

24.75
Quarterly
Opportunities
To See

28.46

30.86

Green

We will see increase
of 20% in the number
of people who share
their views with the
network

Regular
Tracking /
Annual
Return

341,000
sharing views

Annual

409,200

406,567

Amber Target not achieved. Below target by
2,633 – 19% increase against target of 20%.
Reported as red to AFRSC in Q2 as target
was not achieved but the AFRSC
considered that this should be reported as
amber rather than red. Worth noting that
this increase was achieved without shifting
the overall awareness or understanding
scores, suggesting that further success in
increasing interaction may come from
focusing on reaching the right audiences
at the right times rather than crude reach
figures.

We will see increase
of 20% in the number
of people who seek
information across
the network

Regular
Tracking /
Annual
Return

176,000
seeking
information

Annual

211,200

707,816

Green

5

6

Achieved – 8% above target at the end of
Q4. 25% increase from previous year.

Precise assessment against target not
possible. Year on year figures not
comparable as this year’s figures are
broken down (598,233 people visited
signposting and information pages and
29

60,743 (people contacted their
Healthwatch for information directly) and
this may mean inclusion of figures not
included in previous years. Rated green
due to substantial increase in overall
figure but more use as benchmark for
future assessment than as guide to current
performance.

Aim 2 – Provide a high-quality service to you
We want everyone who shared experiences or seeks advice from us to get a high-quality service and to understand the difference their views make

No. KPI Description

7

8

Data
Collection
Method

Baseline

Reporting
Target
Frequency

End of Year
Delivery Q4 (March
2019)

We will see a new
agreement in place
with 80% of the
Network

CRM

0

Quarterly

80%

0%.

80% of Local
Healthwatch, their
staff and volunteers
will report with good
or outstanding
satisfaction with the
service from
Healthwatch England

Composite
KPI Events,
Training
Annual
Return

0

Annually

80%

Please see
note

Status

Red

Notes

Agreement will be completed by the end
of March. Take up will now be 2019-21

Amber Survey delayed. Scheduled to be sent out
in April and analysed in May 19.
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Aim 2 - Provide a high-quality service to you
We want everyone who shares experiences or seeks advice from us to get a high-quality service and to understand the difference their views make.

No. KPI Description

9

10

11

Data
Collection
Method

Baseline

Reporting
Frequency

Target

End of Year
Delivery - Q4
(March
2019)

20 Local
Healthwatch will
take up the new
digital offer

Regular
tracking

0

Quarterly

20

9

We will develop an
involvement/contact
index to track how
engaged
Healthwatch England
is with Local
Healthwatch and
Local Healthwatch
with each other.

To be
developed.
(Show
variances as
well as
averages)

0

Quarterly

Yes/No

See Notes

To let people, know
the difference their
views have made, in
year 1, we will
analyse all local
Healthwatch annual
reports and extract
the outputs and
outcomes to provide
a baseline

Local
Healthwatch
annual
reports

0

Quarterly

100%

See Notes

Status

Notes

Amber

9 sites live; 13 sites in transition and will
be live by June 2019; 29 more signed up in
pipeline for 2019/20.

Red

Red

Work on Index proved to be too complex
and not meaningful. Focus has switched to
work on CRM to allow better reporting on
involvement. LTP work has ensured we
have good understanding of involvement of
individual HW.

Not completed due to resource limitations.
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Aim 3 - Ensure your views help improve health and care
We want more services to use your views to shape the health and care support you need today and in the future.

No. KPI Description

12

We will develop a
new benchmark
showing
professionals’
understanding of
the role and
effectiveness of
Healthwatch.
(We will
commission a piece
of work that will
establish a baseline
on a range of
professionals’ views
and understanding
of Healthwatch at a
national and local
level).

Data
Collection
Method
Annual
Tracker to be
established.
(Show
variance as
well as
averages)

Baseline

0

Reporting
Target
Frequency
Annual

Yes/No

End of Year
Delivery Q4 (March
2019)
Yes

Status Notes

Green

Completed – Evidence gathered to set
baseline of awareness and understanding
among professionals and key stakeholders at
national and local level.
Note, due to resources we will track some
elements on an annual basis with more indepth assessment during year 3 and 5 of the
strategy.
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Aim 3 - Ensure your views help improve health and care
We want more services to use your views to shape the health and care support you need today and in the future.

No. KPI Description

13

Data
Collection
Method

Baseline

Reporting
Target
Frequency

End of Year
Delivery Q4 (March
2019)

Status

Notes

Yes

Green

Built into engagement programme. Impact
toolkit drafted and currently being tested by
15 HW. Toolkit will support Quality
Framework, providing annual tracking
mechanism.

We will develop
measures to show
impact by category
at national level
and at local level;
and report on the
volume, nature and
source of the
impact captured.

Annual
Tracker to be
established

0

Annual

Yes/No

We will see at least
three strategic
partnerships formed

Regular
tracking via
CRM

0

Quarterly

3

1

Amber Now part of NHS Confederation-led Health
for Care coalition. Discussing strategic
partnerships with Alzheimer Society and the
Kings Fund.
become formal partnerships. A detailed
plan will be in place in September.

We will develop the
methodology for
tracking the use of
Healthwatch
England and Local
Healthwatch
findings by national
organisations

Regular
Tracking

0

Annual

Yes/No

No

Amber Work started in Q4 and will now be
delivered in Q1 2019/20 as agreed in the
Business Plan.

14

15
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Year 1 Organisational KPIs
We are a well-run organisation that develops its resources well.

No.

KPI Description

Data
Collection
Method

Baseline

Reporting
Frequency

Status

Target

End of Year
Delivery Q4 (March
2019)

Notes

We will see 100% of
the staff completing
the staff survey

Staff Survey
(miniversion)

98%

Annual

100%

85%

Red

We fell below our target of 100%. 28
responses received out of 33.

Staff Survey
(miniversion)

90%

Annually

90%

80%

Red

We fell below our target of 90% positive
response.

17

The survey to show
a 90% positive
response

Finance
Reports

90%

Quarterly

100%

104%

Green

18

We will see 100% of
the budget spent on
agreed priorities

As at Q4 total budget spent but 4% over
annual allocation

90% of programmes
on track

Leadership
Papers.
(Show
variance as
well as
average)

80%

Quarterly

90%

41%

Red

The main delay in projects was caused by
staffing shortage and some procurement
issues. 2 projects (6%) are on hold and the
remaining activities will be delivered in
2019/20.

16

19
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Year 1 Organisational KPIs
We are a well-run organisation that develops its resources well.
No.

20

KPI Description
The Committee
discharges its
statutory
responsibilities
under Health &
Social Care Act and
Equality & Human
Rights Acts
(Deputy Director)

Data
Collection
Method
Composite
KPI:
Annual report
Quarterly
report to
AFRSC on
discharge of
statutory
duties

Baseline
0

Reporting
Frequency
Quarterly
to Audit,
Finance
and Risk
SubCommittee
from Q2;
Annually
to
Committee

Target
Yes/No

Position at
Q4
Yes

Status

Notes

Green

Reports provided to AFRSC. Annual Report to
Parliament delivered in Q3. EDHR policy
agreed in Q3.
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Healthwatch Business Plan 2018/19
Delivery of Business Plan at Year end 2018/19 (Q4)
Aim 1: Support you to have your say
We want more people to get the information they need to make decisions about their wellbeing, care and the services that support them.
Ref.

Deliverables

End of Year Delivery - Q4 (March
2019)

Delivery
Date

Accountable
Owner

1.

Content strategy: Map current content providers, identify
gaps and establish partnerships. Trial content syndication.

COMPLETED

Q4

Head of
Communications

2.

Digital development: Roll out refreshed website to local
Healthwatch. Establish user requirements for future
investment case.

COMPLETED

Q4

Head of
Communications

3.

Involvement Index: Establish public awareness levels,
attitudes and experience of involvement in care. Audience
targeting: Put in place tools to improve the targeting of
engagement.

IN PROGRESS:
• Carried over to 2019/20

Q3

Head of
Communications

4.

Review Healthwatch intelligence on advice, information and
sign posting to establish common questions the public want
answered.

COMPLETED

Q1

Head of Intelligence
and Analytics

5.

Standard approach to advice, information and signposting:
Develop and roll out common Healthwatch approach to
meeting people’s information needs.

IN PROGRESS:
• Approach for local services will be
developed in 2019-20.

Q3

Head of Intelligence
and Analytics

6.

Communications and engagement strategy: Establish single
campaigns calendar. Map potential community partners and
intermediaries. Establish engagement model and baseline
effective approaches.

COMPLETED

Q4

Head of
Communications
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7.

Publish literature review on engagement methodologies;
identify relevant collaborative partnerships and design
engagement tool kits.

IN PROGRESS:
• Literature review delivered by
University of Plymouth and other
activities will be delivered in
2019/20 within the revised
engagement programme

Q4

Deputy Director

Aim 2: Provide a high-quality service to you
We want everyone who shares experiences or seeks advice from us to get a high-quality service and to understand the difference their
views make.
Ref.
Deliverables
End of Year Delivery - Q4 (March
Delivery
Accountable
2019)
Date
Owner
8.

Create and articulate a clear offer to the network for
2018/19 to include:
• Training offer
• Support
• Data sharing
• Licence/Network agreement

IN PROGRESS:
• Expect to be completed Q1 2019/20

Q4

National Director

9.

Scope and run a programme of work on improving the funding
base of LHW.

COMPLETED and ongoing

Q2

Head of Network
Development

10. One Healthwatch: Programme of engagement to formalise

NOT DELIVERED:
• A programme of engagement was not
formally established. However, the
Conference was used as the vehicle
to drive “One Healthwatch”

Q4

National Director

11. Complete training needs assessment for the network.

IN PROGRESS:
• Survey is currently out with Network

Q4

Head of Network
Development

and agree shared vision, purpose and strategy which is
understood by staff and volunteers.

Develop a skills framework including a core skills framework
for Healthwatch volunteers, staff and leaders. Explore
accreditation of training.
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12. Develop a plan for engaging with commissioners and local

IN PROGRESS:
• KPI to be established in 2019/20

Q4

Head of Network
Development

13. Network collaboration: Review regional network activities.

IN PROGRESS:
• Survey completed in Feb 2019.
Activities following the findings of
the survey will be delivered in
2019/20
COMPLETED

Q2

Head of Network
Development

Q2

Head of
Communications

stakeholders
• Establish quality key performance indicators.
• Provide guidance on Commissioning LHW
• Regularly communicate with these key stakeholders.
Establish new methods of providing support to network on a
regional basis.

14. Single digital platform: Scope and develop new area for local
Healthwatch to access resources, data and to collaborate.

Aim 3: Ensure your views help improve health and care
We want more services to use your views to shape the health and care support you need today and in the future.
Ref.
Deliverables
End of Year Delivery - Q4 (March
Delivery
2019)
Date
15. Expanding our support base: Automated process established
for identifying and engaging broad patient and public
involvement (PPI) workforce across health and care.

IN PROGRESS:
•

Accountable
Owner

Q1

Head of Policy and
Public Affairs

The plan has changed in relation to
engaging PPI workforce. First steps
will be delivered in Q4. The rest of
the project will be built into future
engagement programme 2019/20.

16. Evaluation of networks contribution to date completed and

IN PROGRESS:
• Activity reviewed and re-planned to
be delivered in 2019/20

Q3

Head of Network
Development

17. Annual tracker survey set up to establish professional and

COMPLETED

Q3

Head of Policy and
Public Affairs

18. Value of engagement: Strong economic case for public

IN PROGRESS:

Q3

Deputy Director

status of the network mapped out.

stakeholder attitudes to public involvement.

engagement established and engagement matrix developed
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to help stakeholders identify the ROI for different
engagement methods.

•

Moved into 19/20 as part of the
revised engagement programme

19. Current NHS targets assessed against patient experience

COMPLETED:

Q3

Head of Policy &
Public Affairs

20. Healthwatch Evidence Service: Requirements fully scoped,

COMPLETED:

Q2

Head of Intelligence
& Analytics

21. Robust impact measures in place including methodology for

IN PROGRESS:
• Impact toolkit drafted and currently
being tested by 15 HW. To be
delivered in 2019/20

Q4

Head of Intelligence
& Analytics

intelligence to make strong case for change in focus.

technology required mapped out and necessary procurement
completed. This will also include setting of realistic targets
for information sharing over the lifetime of the strategy.
recording and analysing metric around % of recommendations
accepted + % recommendations which led to change.
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AUDIT, FINANCE AND RISK SUB COMMITTEE MEETING
Audit, Finance and Risk Sub Committee (AFRSC) Meeting
Minutes of meeting No. 7
Meeting Reference: AFRSC190502

Minutes of the Audit, Finance and Risk Sub Committee (AFRSC) 2 May 2019 11am-1pm
Attendees:
Danielle Oum (DO) – Chair – attended via phone
Andrew McCulloch (AM) – Sub Committee Member
Helen Parker (HP - Sub Committee Member
Phil Huggon (PH) – Sub Committee Member – attended via phone
In Attendances:
Imelda Redmond (IR) – National Director
Joanne Crossley (JC) – Head of Operations
Sandra Abraham (SA) – Strategy, Planning and Performance Manager
Leanne Crabb (LC) – Committee Secretary (minute taker)

No.

Agenda Item

1.1

Welcome & Apologies:
Danielle Oum (DO) welcomed everyone to the Audit, Finance and Risk
Sub Committee meeting (AFRSC)
No apologies received

1.2

Draft Minutes of Meeting of January 2019:
Minutes of the last meeting were agreed

1.3

Matters Arising
None

2. 1

Finance and Procurement
Finance: Joanne Crossley presented the year-end report and
highlighted that we spent the budget for 2018-19 as planned, with a
small overspend of 4%.
PH asked if the 4% overspend would be carried over into the 2019-20
budget. JC responded that there is no carry-over as there is a limited

Action and
Deadline

tolerance on overspend, which CQC has approved. The overspend does
not affect the confirmed budget allocation for 2019-20.
DO asked for clarification on priority 2 overspend. JC explained that
the overspends were attributed to additional expenditures on
conference where we decided to include digital interaction, design
changes to our annual report, and to the extension of our existing
digital contract to cover work between April – September 2019 which
was accrued for and counted in 2018-19 budget, with approval from
CQC Finance. We have established good control mechanisms in place
to manage o detailed scrutiny. We are carrying out a detailed review
of digital, design and print expenditures and will report back to
AFRSC.
DO summarised that the Sub Committee NOTE the overspend and
reaffirmed commitment to operating within the budget allocation. DO
proposed a discussion in Q3 to re-evaluate the budget spend. IR added
that there may be some slight amendments to our 2018-19 figures by
the CQC once the final accounts are done but this should be minimal.
DO said it would be helpful for the Sub Committee to have sight of our
internal limits and controls for spending. IR responded that the limits
would be brought to the next meeting for the Sub Committee to
review.
PH asked if the budget is phased and if we could ensure we spend
earlier in the year so that there is no underspend at the end of 201920. JC responded that at present the budget is split evenly over 12
months and we measure our financial performance against the budget
quarterly. We are also planning to procure as early as possible. IR said
that we can look at a phased budget and that information could be
brought to the next meeting.
PH asked if we are getting more money to give out as grants in this
financial year. IR responded that there is nothing in the pipeline yet
but we will continue to look for opportunities.
JC presented a section on grant funding. DO enquired as to why three
external providers had been chosen for grants. IR explained that we
did a survey on maternal mental health, this was fill gaps in our
evidence and three charities were chosen as partners as they had
better access to people who could provide us with some good
feedback.
Procurement: JC highlighted key activities during 2018-19 and stated
that we will be procuring less in 2019-20 as we have recruited staff
based on our business plan to mitigate for any procurement delay.

LC

JC

JC

Furthermore, we have a system in place to offer secondments to the
local Healthwatch network for discrete work if necessary.
Our digital procurement for 2019-21, which is our largest Non-Pay
spend, has already been approved by the CQC Resources Board.
The lack of flexibility in the procurement process created challenges
with delivery timescales, which we have raised with the CQC Head of
Procurement. We are awaiting a response from CQC and a follow up
meeting to ensure we are heading in the right direction. To provide an
example of the procurement process and any delays IR said we will
track a recent procurement to monitor the progress and will report
back to the Sub Committee.
DO asked for a report to come to the next Sub Committee including
five key procurements for 2019-20 showing dates and steps from when
procurement was initiated to completion with a purchase order
number, so that we can present a case to CQC for making
procurement more flexible for us if timescales have not improved.
ACTIONS
LC to add ‘Q3 re-evaluate spending’ in relation to budget on the
forward plan
JC to provide the Sub Committee with Healthwatch England
internal limits and controls regarding spending at the next meeting
JC to bring suggestions for a phased budget to next meeting
JC to bring report on procurement showing timescales to the next
meeting
2.2

Recruitment
JC presented the recruitment report and provided the following
summary:
• There were two new starters this week in the Intelligence Team
covering the post of Senior Research Analyst
• Two leavers in the last quarter.
JC gave key findings from the December 2018 mini staff survey:
•
•
•

Line managers must ensure regular 1-2-1 meetings take place
Training and career development plans needed for staff
Healthwatch behaviours must be clear and understood by all staff

IR said that the Leadership Team have been tasked with taking
responsibility for the above actions. IR thanked HP for attending and

JC

her presentation about career development at the April All Staff
Meeting. IR added that staff gave good feedback from the session.
HP said she was pleased 1-2-1s were clearly included in the new
Business Plan and that the right actions are being taken to address the
issues around training and development. She added it would be good
to see more day to day engagement but the Leadership team were
responding positively to the survey. IR said she now has regular
meetings with middle managers which has provided good support and
opportunity to discuss issues at that level.
AM commented that the results of the survey are good, when
compared to similar organisations.
IR said that capability training would be looked at for the middle
managers.

IR

ACTIONS
IR to look at capability training for managers
3.1

Risk Review
SA introduced the new draft strategic risk register which has been
revised in line with the new Business Plan and strategy.
IR said that the risk register has been made simpler to ensure that we
concentrate on key risks and that Team Leaders have updated it
accordingly.
There was a general discussion about the register with the Sub
Committee agreeing:
• SR10 regarding Premises, SR12 regarding Staff Resources and
SR13 regarding Enquires were more operational risks rather
strategic risks and should be removed.
• SR13 regarding Enquiries needs to be reworded to state ‘if we
fail to pick up something someone is telling us’.
• SR01 regarding Funding to include that the network may not
be credible if it reaches tipping point and enough local
Healthwatch fail.
• It was agreed that on SR09 regarding Staff Resources and SR10
regarding Premises pre mitigation was too high and should be
reduced
• It was requested that SR09 regarding Staff Resources was split
into two to cover both staff retention and staff recruitment
separately.
SA to make amendments to the risk register and take to the May full
Committee for APPROVAL.

SA

ACTIONS
SA to make amendments to the risk register to take to May full
Committee

4.1

Discharge of the Committee’s statutory responsibility
IR introduced the report which was NOTED by the Committee.

5.1

Grant giving process
JC introduced the paper explaining it was a summary of the process
we used to give out grants for the Long Term Plan.
HP said it looked a good and an inclusive process.
JC added that there were regular project team meetings throughout
and that the slowest part of the process was setting up local
Healthwatch onto the purchase order system. She added that now we
have gone through the process we have a much better understanding
of what is needed so future grants will be easier to process.
IR said that there has been some good feedback and lots of
information exchanged amongst local Healthwatch. She added that 44
co-ordinators across the network are giving us updates every month so
we know how they are getting on and the quality and detail is very
good. IR said the process is strong and we are able to make sure the
money is being well spent. IR agreed to send examples to the Sub
Committee.
IR said that information would be brought to the next Sub Committee
meeting about the other grants we offered for Mental Health, Toolkit,
Research Training and Reports Library.

IR

IR

DO stated that feedback regarding this process from the local
Healthwatch was really important and that we want good evidence if
we are to distribute further grants in the future. IR responded that we
are considering having feedback sessions at the Healthwatch
conference and possible a separate event for the 44 co-ordinators.
Do summarised that the Sub Committee NOTED there is a robust
process in place regarding managing the grants and how the money is
being spent and that they would be getting feedback from local
Healthwatch.

IR

ACTIONS
IR to send examples of the updates we are receiving regarding the
Long Term Plan engagement
IR to bring information about non LTP grants to next Sub Committee
meeting
IR to look at best way to gather feedback from local Healthwatch on
the LTP grant process
6.1

Forward Plan
AM asked if we get feedback from PricewaterhouseCoopers (PwC)
when they do their audit. IR responded that we don’t get feedback,
but we do see their plan.

7.1

AOB
The Sub Committee NOTED that Healthwatch Portsmouth losing its
provider was being well managed and commended local Healthwatch
and Healthwatch England staff for their hard work.

SUMMARY OF ACTIONS (LAST UPDATED OCT 2018):
NUM

DATE

LEAD

ACTION

UPDATE

DEADLINE

STATUS

1.

16/10/18

Neil Tester

To arrange for HWE to ask CQC for feedback
regarding discharging the Committee’s
statutory duties annually

Added to draft CQC HW Update for June
CQC Board Meeting

June
2019

In progress

2.

24/01/19

Imelda
Redmond

To arrange for an effectiveness survey to go to
all members of the AFRSC to review the Sub
Committee’s effectiveness

This will be sent out on 17th May and is on
the forward agenda to discuss results in
July AFRSC

June
2019

In progress

3.

02/05/19

Leanne
Crabb

To add Q3 ‘re-evaluate spending in relation to
budget’ on the forward plan

July
2019

4.

02/05/19

Joanne
Crossley

To provide the Sub Committee with
Healthwatch England internal limits and
controls on expenditures at the next meeting

July
2019

5.

02/05/19

Joanne
Crossley

To bring suggestions for a phased budget to
next meeting

July
2019

6.

02/05/19

Joanne
Crossley

To bring report on procurement showing
timescales to the next meeting

July
2019

7.

02/05/19

Imelda
Redmond

To look at capability training for managers

July
2019

8.

02/05/19

Imelda
Redmond

IR to make amendments to the risk register to
take to May full Committee

July
2019

9.

02/05/19

Imelda
Redmond

IR to send examples of the updates we are
receiving regarding the Long Term Plan
engagement

July
2019

10.

02/05/19

Imelda
Redmond

IR to bring information about non LTP grants to
next Sub Committee meeting

July
2019

11.

02/05/19

Imelda
Redmond

IR to look at best way to gather feedback from
local Healthwatch on the LTP grant process

July
2019

AGENDA ITEM No. 1.9.1
AGENDA ITEM: Draft Strategic Risk Register
PRESENTING: Imelda Redmond
PREVIOUS DECISION: AFRSC reviewed the high-level risk register at the meeting in January 2019 and
recommend this to the committee, which committee approved.
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY: AFRSC have reviewed the attached draft Strategic Risk Register at the meeting 2
May 2019 and recommend APPROVAL by the committee.
RECOMMENDATION:
The committee are asked to APPROVE the Strategic Risk Register

Background:
A full revised strategic risk register has been drafted for 2019/20 highlighting all the potential risks to
the delivery of the strategy and business plan. The register was reviewed by AFRSC on the 2nd May and
recommend this to the committee for APPROVAL.
The Committee are asked to APPROVE the full revised Strategic Risk Register.

HEALTHWATCH ENGLAND – PUBLIC COMMITTEE MEETING
AGENDA ITEM 2.0
AGENDA ITEM: Quarterly Intelligence and Policy Report
PRESENTING: Imelda Redmond
PREVIOUS DECISION: None
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY: What People Have Told Us – a review of evidence. This report covers quarter 4
2018/19
RECOMMENDATION: The Committee are asked to NOTE the report
Summary
The Healthwatch England Quarterly Intelligence Report provides an overview of the key themes we have
identified from the insight obtained from local Healthwatch over the last quarter.
Since October 2018 our Quarterly Report has been promoted in different ways via digital, social media
and email marketing. We are doing more to improve the number of NHS staff and professionals who
access and download the report.

The Committee are asked to NOTE the report

•
•

1

The following services are included in the primary care category; General Practice, Dentistry, Pharmacy, NHS 111 and Opticians.
The majority (86%) of our primary care feedback relates to GP services.

2

Secondary care services relate to A&E and urgent care services as well as hospital services such as maternity, ophthalmology,
cancer services and cardiology.

3

The following services are included in the social care category; care homes, home care, assisted living, social care assessment and equipment services.

H

4

The Health Foundation, Transport and health: https://www.health.org.uk/infographic/transport-and-health

5

Healthwatch England, Safely home:
https://www.healthwatch.co.uk/sites/healthwatch.co.uk/files/final_report_healthwatch_special_inquiry_2015_1.pdf
6
NHS, Healthcare Travel Costs Scheme: https://www.nhs.uk/using-the-nhs/help-with-health-costs/healthcare-travel-costsscheme-htcs/ & Help with travel costs: https://www.qvh.nhs.uk/wp-content/uploads/2015/09/Help-with-travel-costs-allareas.pdf

AGENDA ITEM No 2.1
AGENDA ITEM: Quality Framework
PRESENTING: Gavin Macgregor
PREVIOUS DECISION: None
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY: This paper shows our Healthwatch Quality Assurance Framework that will be used to give
guidance to local Healthwatch
RECOMMENDATION: Committee Members are asked to NOTE the attached report.

Background
We have been working on a Healthwatch Quality Assurance Framework to give guidance to the local Healthwatch
who have to work in very different environments to each other.
Appendix i shows the Framework including: context; enablers; approach; core work and purpose.
There will be a presentation of the full Framework at the meeting from Gavin Macgregor.
The Committee are asked to NOTE the report

AGENDA ITEM No 2.2
AGENDA ITEM: September Committee Meeting
PRESENTING: Imelda Redmond
PREVIOUS DECISION: None
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY: This paper sets out a suggested plan for the Committee’s September meeting
RECOMMENDATION: Committee Members are asked to APPROVE Newcastle as the next location and discuss ideas
for the agenda.

Background
The Committee is due to meet on 3 and 4 September.
The Committee previously expressed a wish to hold the next meeting in Newcastle.
It is proposed that a similar format to May is used with the first day giving an opportunity to meet and visit with
people who influence the health and social care services in Newcastle.
Day two will be the formal Committee meeting held in a venue in central Newcastle.

Future dates for the full Committee meetings:
2019
3rd & 4th September
12th and 13th November
2020
10th & 11th March
9th & 10th June
8th & 9th September
8th & 9th December

Healthwatch England Public Committee Meeting Forward Agenda 2019/20
May 2019
Public Meeting

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

LHW Presentation
Welcome and Apologies
Declarations of Interests
Previous Minutes, Actions and Matters Arising
Chair’s Report
National Director’s Report
Committee Member Update – verbal
Annual Delivery and Performance Update
AFRSC Minutes – including 2019/20 Budget
Annual Intelligence Report
Questions from the Public

Sep 2019
Public Meeting

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

LHW Presentation
Welcome and Apologies
Declarations of Interests
Previous Minutes, Actions and Matters Arising
Chair’s Report
National Director’s Report
Committee Member Update – verbal
Delivery and Performance Update
LTP update
AFRSC Minutes
Intelligence Report
Questions from the Public

Nov 2019
Public Meeting

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

LHW Presentation
Welcome and Apologies
Declarations of Interests
Previous Minutes, Actions and Matters Arising
Chair’s Report
National Director’s Report
Committee Member Update – verbal
Delivery and Performance Update
AFRSC Minutes
Intelligence Report
Annual Report

•
•

Annual Data Return
Questions from the Public

March 2020
Public Meeting

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

LHW Presentation
Welcome and Apologies
Declarations of Interests
Previous Minutes, Actions and Matters Arising
Chair’s Report
National Director’s Report
Committee Member Update – verbal
Delivery and Performance Update
AFRSC Minutes
Intelligence Report
Questions from the Public

June 2020
Public Meeting

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

LHW Presentation
Welcome and Apologies
Declarations of Interests
Previous Minutes, Actions and Matters Arising
Chair’s Report
National Director’s Report
Committee Member Update – verbal
Delivery and Performance Update
Review Standing Orders
AFRSC Minutes
Intelligence Report
Questions from the Public

Healthwatch England Workshop Forward Plan
July 2019

•
•

Social Care
Early discussion on the development to transform our communications with the
public

Oct 2019

•

Early discussion on the development of a strategy to explore greater public
engagement
How to grow/spread uptake

•
Nov 2019

•
•

Early findings of the digital review
Early discussion on the development of a new competency framework based
around the quality framework

